The Froment maneuver is a method by which rigidity in one limb can be augmented during voluntary activity in a distant limb. Assessing rigidity with the help of an augmentation maneuver (also referred to as activation) is a formal part of the United Parkinson Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS). One version of the Froment maneuver involves examination of the tone in one arm whilst the patient clasps and unclasps the contralateral hand. Our personal observation has been that rigidity increases not only during this maneuver, but also just prior to it. More precisely, the enhanced rigidity is felt by the examining physician after the subject is instructed to move the contralateral hand and prior to voluntary movement occurring. We hypothesize that this increase in tone is related to an increased demand on the attentional mechanisms of the brain and/or
involvement of secondary motor centers active just prior to movement.

In the late 1920’s, Jules Froment described a possible link between attention and rigidity in IPD. He observed that when a patient’s eyes and head were turned toward the arm being examined, or when a patient was asked to concentrate his or her attention on the examined arm, rigidity in the arm was augmented. More generally, Froment conceptualized parkinsonian rigidity as a consequence of disordered mechanisms for standing stabilization. For instance, he described how rigidity could be increased by changing the static posture of the body or during a task requiring maintenance of standing balance.

The aim of the present study was to determine whether experimental conditions that require sustained attention would modify upper extremity rigidity in subjects with mild IPD.

**METHODS**

**Ethics**

The study protocol was approved by our institution’s ethics review board and each patient provided written informed consent prior to participating.

**Study population**

Patients with IPD (United Kingdom Parkinson Brain Bank criteria) seen at the outpatient movement disorders clinic at the London Health Sciences Centre with mild rigidity in one or both arms (UPDRS rigidity score of 1 or 2 in one arm and combined UPDRS rigidity score in both arms of 1 to 4) were eligible to enroll. Exclusion criteria included: evidence of dementia on history, screening mini-mental status exam (MMSE) < 28, and any factors that would prevent subjects from reading English letters on a computer screen or listening to computer-issued sounds over earphones. As this was a preliminary study, no sample size calculation was performed.

**Format for rigidity assessments**

Each patient took part in a single 45 minute session. The unblinded examiner (Examiner B) performed a focused examination including Hoehn and Yahr staging and assessment of rigidity in the upper extremities. For each subject, only one arm was studied in the subsequent experiment. The arm to be studied was chosen based on the presence of rigidity augmentation with the Froment maneuver. If augmentation occurred in both arms, then the arm with less baseline rigidity was used.

Patients were seated squarely in front of a computer screen in a comfortable chair with their arms supported on the arms of the chair. Examiner A (MJ), a movement disorders neurologist with more than twelve years experience, performed all assessments of rigidity for the experiment and these assessments were blinded. In the case of patients requiring treatment, assessments were performed with patients in their ON state. Examiner A was seated beside the subject in close proximity to the arm to be examined. He wore a blindfold and earplugs and was cued in a loud voice to start or stop examining the arm by Examiner B (DM). The arm was examined under seven conditions with one minute rest between each of these examinations. Examiner A manipulated the wrist and the elbow according to a pre-formulated sequence that was repeated for each patient. Rigidity at both joints was graded on an ordinal scale ranging from 0 to 4. The rigidity score was assigned based on the maximal rigidity detected (0=mild, 1=moderate, 2=severe, 3=almost immovable). If the maximal rigidity occurred only inconsistently then the score was downgraded to 0.5 below the maximal rigidity detected. The sequence of experimental conditions was changed for each patient and Examiner A was unaware of this sequence.

Examiner B was unblinded and performed the following functions: timed the segments of the experiment, instructed Examiner A to start or stop examination of the subject’s arm, recorded rigidity scores called out by Examiner A, cued subjects to start or stop maneuvers and monitored performance of attentional tasks. No talking was allowed during the experiment other than Examiner B instructing Examiner A to start or stop his assessment and Examiner A calling out rigidity scores.

**Experimental conditions**

Three of the experimental conditions were tasks requiring sustained attention. In the visual attention task, subjects were asked to view the computer screen where letters (4.5 cm x 4.0 cm) were flashed at a rate of 1 Hz in the centre of the screen. Patients were instructed to allow their lips to part loosely (~ 1 cm) and then close their lips briefly each time they saw the letter “X”. The target letter appeared five times in 30 seconds. In the auditory attention task, subjects were asked to listen to earphones attached to the computer. Twenty-five letters were read out by the computer over 30 seconds. Patients were again instructed to allow their lips to part loosely (~ 1 cm) and then close their mouth briefly each time they heard the letter “O”. The target letter was read four times in 30 seconds. In the attention to movement task, subjects were asked to concentrate on the unexamined hand that was situated palm-down on the desk in front of them. Examiner B passed his finger sequentially over top of the distal interphalangeal joint of individual fingers in standard order (thumb, index, middle, etc., and then back). There was a brief pause over each finger of ~ 1 second. If Examiner B touched the finger, patients were instructed to lift the finger momentarily off the table (~0.5 cm). Individual fingers were randomly touched on four occasions over 30 seconds. Subjects rehearsed all three tasks prior to the experiment until they were able to perform them without any errors (no omissions and no false starts). Patients normally required one or two practice trials.

On two occasions, assessment of arm rigidity was performed with the subject resting. Two positive controls were also included: hand opening-closing contralateral to the arm being examined and foot tapping ipsilateral. Again, the sequence of all conditions (controls or attentional tasks) was switched around for each patient and Examiner A was blind to this.

Fifteen seconds before each trial, Examiner B would point to a piece of paper to communicate to the patient the next task to be performed. During the tasks of attention, if the subject did not respond to all test stimuli requiring a response then it was assumed that the subject was not attending sufficiently and the trial was repeated. In this case, only the repeated trial was included in the analysis.
### Statistical analysis

Each of Examiner A’s assessments were transformed into a combined rigidity score by adding the rigidity scores for the wrist and elbow. Baseline rigidity for each patient was defined as the mean combined rigidity score derived from the two trials with the patient in a relaxed state. The mean combined rigidity scores for the five experimental conditions (n = 17) were compared against the baseline rigidity (n = 17). Raw data was assessed for normality using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Because the same patients were tested under multiple conditions (paired data), means were compared using a repeated measures ANOVA with a post-hoc Tukey-Kramer multiple comparisons test.

In order to assess Examiner A’s consistency in grading rigidity (intra-rater reliability), the two combined rigidity scores obtained with patients resting were used to calculate the intraclass correlation coefficient.

### RESULTS

Seventeen patients (11 men and 6 women) with mild Parkinson disease (Hoehn and Yahr stage II or III) were enrolled in the study. Table 1 summarizes the baseline characteristics of subjects.

Table 2 summarizes the combined rigidity score data for subjects. Raw data passed the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for normality. There was a statistically significant increase in mean combined rigidity for each of the attentional tasks when compared to baseline rigidity (movement-related task p < 0.001; visual task p < 0.001; auditory task p < 0.01). There was also a statistically significant increase in mean combined rigidity for both types of Froment maneuver when compared to baseline rigidity (p < 0.001). There was no statistical difference in mean combined rigidity between the two types of Froment maneuver or amongst the three experimental tasks involving sustained attention (p > 0.05). There was a statistically significant difference in augmentation with contralateral hand opening-closing (greater activation) than with any of the three conditions involving sustained attention (movement-related task p < 0.05; visual task p < 0.01; auditory task p < 0.001).

The intraclass correlation coefficient, calculated using the two combined rigidity scores for each patient in the resting state, was 0.85. This indicates very good consistency in Examiner A’s blinded ratings of rigidity at least when patients were relaxed.

### DISCUSSION

Rigidity is one of the cardinal signs of IPD and is detected by the examiner as increased resistance to passive mobilization of a joint. Unlike spasticity, it is independent of both velocity of limb displacement and whether extensor or flexor muscles are stretched. Another distinguishing feature is that deep tendon reflexes are usually normal. The pathophysiology of baseline rigidity in IPD is still open to debate. Delwaide et al.3-4 make a compelling argument that baseline rigidity in IPD is caused by decreased activity in the reticulospinal tract. We have wondered whether this might also explain the flexed (or so-called simian) posture seen in patients with IPD. Importantly, the anatomic pathway(s) underlying augmentation of rigidity could be different from that/those underlying baseline rigidity. The final effectors in this sequence are the motor neurons subserving co-contracting agonist and antagonist muscles in the limbs.

Not surprisingly, our results confirm that contralateral hand opening-closing and ipsilateral foot tapping5 are both effective in augmenting rigidity in the upper extremity. The effectiveness of ipsilateral foot tapping is instructive as it opposes the notion that rigidity augmentation occurs only between homologous parts on different sides of the body (one moved voluntarily by the subject and the other passively by the examiner) on different sides of the body. It is unlikely therefore that augmentation is due to
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segmental decussation of neural pathways within the spinal cord. The effectiveness of both types of Froment maneuver make it more likely that augmentation occurs due to modification of descending supraspinal input onto motor neurons at multiple levels and bilaterally.

In three of the experimental conditions in the present study, patients were asked to react to a target stimulus (auditory, visual or movement-related) within a string of non-target stimuli. These tasks required sustained, effortful attention. Even during presentation of non-target stimuli, an active suppression of movement was required to prevent false responses. Because patients had to be ready to respond to target stimuli, there was anticipation of movement or a preparedness to move. For this reason, it is possible that centers involved in motor planning were also engaged. From a behavioral standpoint, there may have been a reward component inherent in the tasks of attention. Patients were aware that Examiner B was monitoring their responses for correctness and that mistakes in performance would result in repetition of the trial.

During all three conditions designed to engage the brain’s attentional system (and perhaps its motor planning centers), there was a significant augmentation of rigidity. Although it is difficult to propose an anatomical basis for this effect based on our data alone, data from other experiments provides additional clues. Tasks of attention likely activate basal ganglia structures. One reason to believe attentional tasks involve basal ganglia structures is that tests of attention and decision making are negatively affected in conditions where there is basal ganglia pathology, such as IPD.5,7 In addition, electrode recording in primates and the results of neuro-computational modeling implicate the basal ganglia in motor plan selection where there is a reward component.8 By engaging the basal ganglia, attentional tasks may have altered outflow from these structures to upstream or downstream neural centers (for instance, the reticulospinal tract) and caused the observed augmentation of rigidity. Both types of Froment maneuver (hand opening-closing and foot tapping) caused a more pronounced augmentation of baseline rigidity than all three attentional tasks employed. Once again, it is difficult to speculate on the underlying anatomy based on our data. Our feeling is that the basal ganglia were engaged to a much smaller extent during these maneuvers. These movements were simple, repetitive and did not require effortful attention. While the corticospinal tract is not thought to play a role in generation of baseline rigidity in IPD,3-4 it might be involved in rigidity augmentation during repetitive, voluntary movements. Studies employing transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) indicate that there may be decreased intracortical inhibition of motor cortex in IPD.5 An informative example of “spillover” from motor cortex during voluntary movement in patients with IPD is the mirror movements observed clinically10 and detected with EMG.11 The TMS studies implicate transcallosal spread from one area of motor cortex to another in mirror movements production.12

If it is true that tasks of attention increase limb rigidity, there are potential links to the findings of previous studies. For instance, it has been observed that various gait parameters worsen in IPD when attention is engaged by means of a concurrent task unrelated to walking, such as digit subtraction.13 It is conceivable that worsened rigidity with the attentional task could contribute to gait impairment. Conversely, external sensory cues have been shown to improve gait initiation14 and other gait parameters15 in patients with IPD. Improvement might occur in this context because the sensory cues employed are not competing for attentional resources. Instead, they are congruent or in sync with the main task (of walking). There is evidence, in fact, to suggest that these cues are more properly viewed as enhanced sensory feedback as opposed to attentional cues.16-17

There were several potential limitations of the study. Rigidity assessment was performed clinically and by a single examiner (MJ). While the consistency of clinical rigidity scoring is

---

### Table 2: Clinical rigidity ratings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Combined Rigidity Scores (elbow and wrist added)</th>
<th>Baseline rigidity</th>
<th>Augmentation Maneuver</th>
<th>Attentional Tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>contralateral hand</td>
<td>ipsilateral foot</td>
<td>auditory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean rigidity score (± SD)</td>
<td>1.82 (± 1.33)</td>
<td>4.47* (± 1.36)</td>
<td>3.94* (± 1.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean difference (95% CI)</td>
<td>2.65 (1.85 - 3.44)</td>
<td>2.12 (1.32 - 2.91)</td>
<td>1.21 (0.41 - 2.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* significant change from baseline rigidity p <0.001 (Tukey-Kramer multiple comparisons test); † significant change from baseline rigidity p <0.01 (Tukey-Kramer multiple comparisons test)
imperfect, the intra-rater reliability for ratings with patients in the relaxed state was high in this study. Unfortunately, mechanical devices for rigidity measurement are expensive, not easily obtained and used in only a handful of laboratories. To limit the possibility of bias affecting Examiner A’s scoring, two negative controls were included and the sequence of experimental tasks was changed for each patient. It has also been pointed out that the small-amplitude mouth or finger movements performed by the subject during the tasks of attention, although performed singly (many seconds apart), may have acted like a more typical Froment maneuver. This difficulty is hard to overcome because tasks of attention require some type of immediate response by the subject (to indicate successful registration of a positive stimulus). A delayed response by the subject (after the attentional task) would bring in the role of memory.

Our results support the hypothesis that experimental tasks that engage the brain’s attentional system can increase the rigidity of mild IPD. Rigidity augmentation with attentional tasks was not as great as that seen with contralateral hand opening-closing. We speculate that the greater augmentation with the more conventional Froment maneuver, as opposed to attentional tasks, may have an anatomic basis. These findings are another clue in the ongoing effort to explain the generation of motor symptoms in IPD.
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